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Abstract

In this paper we present a paradigm for solving external-memory problems, and illustrate
it by algorithms for matrix multiplication, sorting, list ranking, transitive closure and FFT.
Our paradigm is based on the use of BSP algorithms. The correspondence is almost perfect,
and especially the notion ofx-optimality carries over to algorithms designed accordingto our
paradigm.

The advantages of the approach are similar to the advantagesof BSP algorithms for par-
allel computing: scalability, portability, predictability. The performance measure here is the
total work, not only the number of I/O operations as in previous approaches. The predicted
performances are therefore more useful for practical applications.

1 Introduction

Sequential Computation. The von Neumann model (RAM model) is strongly established, and
the availability of a generally accepted model has allowed for tremendous progress in the theory of
algorithms. The basic assumption of this model is that all stored data can be accessed in unit-time.
This is not an absolute truth, not even in current practice: data in cache can be accessed at least
ten times faster than data that are not in cache.

In the future, with ever-increasing amounts of data, this assumption will break down even
further (see [3] for a detailed description). Yet, most programmers accept the RAM model without
discussion, and may try to exploit some cache-features in a final optimization. But, even now we
can encounter sequential problems that should not be dealt with on the basis of the von Neumann
model. On a typical work-station, accessing a datum in main memory is several thousand times
faster than accessing a datum that is stored on the hard-disc. The effect of this cannot be neglected,
and thus special algorithms are necessary for solving problems that are so large that their data do
not fit into the main memory:external-memory algorithms. There are only a few researchers who
have intensively considered this field [1, 5, 4, 13].

Parallel Computation and the BSP Model. The situation in parallel computation is different:
the lack of a unifying model is viewed as one of the main reasons why progress in this domain
has been so much slower than in sequential computation. Here, numerous models exist, and a lot
of energy is still invested in model discussions, and the wheel has been reinvented several times.
There is an enormous gap between most theoretical models andthe practice of parallel machines.

In 1990 Valiant proposed the BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) model to bridge this gap and
to provide the community with a possible unifying model. In arecent paper [12], McColl gives a
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detailed overview of the current state of BSP. He states thatthe great strength of the model lies in
its

� scalability,

� portability,

� predictability.

Each of these features is clearly of crucial importance. Of course, the model also has its draw-
backs, most importantly, some programming flexibility is sacrificed for uniformity, which may
lead to less efficient algorithms for a particular parallel machine or problem. This need not be
taken too seriously: above we pointed out that in sequentialcomputation, for the sake of a sim-
ple and universal model, cache effects are neglected without much discussion. Indeed the BSP
model has become quite popular in the past few years (see the proceedings of Euro-Par`96, LNCS
1123, to find at least ten papers dealing with theoretical andpractical aspects of the model and its
modifications).

In the BSP model, the performance of a parallel computer is characterized by only three pa-
rameters:

p: the number of processors;

g: the total number of local operations performed by all processors in one second, divided
by the total number of words delivered by the communication network in one second in a
situation of continuous traffic.

l: the number of time steps required for performing a barrier synchronization;

In the model, a parallel computation is subdivided in supersteps, at the end of which a barrier
synchronization and a routing is performed. Hereafter all requests for data that were posted during
a preceding superstep are fulfilled. We consider the cost of asuperstep. Ifw is the maximum
number of internal operations in a superstep, andh is the maximum number of words sent or
received by any processing unit,PU, then the number of time stepsTsuperstepto perform it, is given
by [12]

Tsuperstep(w; h) = w + h � g + l: (1)

The parameterl can be interpreted to take the start-up latency into account, and may depend
on the diameter of the network.g takes care of the throughput of the network: the larger it is,the
weaker the network. For a true PRAM,l = g = 0. More details on the BSP model are given in
[18, 11, 12]. An extension is discussed in [2].

External-Memory Computation. All modern operating systems provide a mechanism for man-
aging virtual memory. This allows large problems to be solved on systems with moderate primary
(RAM) memory. Part of the data actually resides in main memory, while the rest is paged-out into
the secondary memory. The secondary memory might be any medium for bulk-storage that allows
reads and writes, but we suppose it to be a hard-disc.

If a piece of data is requested that is not stored in the main memory, then itspage(a block of
data with contiguous indices) is swapped with some page thathas so far resided in main memory.
This causes two additional forms of delay: rotational delay, for the disk-head to reach the position
of the header of the page, and transfer delay, for the page to be loaded into main-memory. Both
delays are far larger than the time for accessing a datum in main memory. Therefore it is very
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important to design algorithms that take external-memory effects into account. Unfortunately, as in
parallel computation, in the field of external-memory algorithms a common widely-acknowledged
model of computation is missing.

This Paper. We introduce a paradigm that may help to find good external-memory algorithms
as the result of a guided search through algorithms in the already much further developed field of
parallel algorithms. We start with some examples that set the direction for this search. Then we
consider the limitations of an earlier proposal.

In Section 4, we propose the paradigm itself. We prove that the quality measure of BSP algo-
rithms carries over to algorithms designed according to ourparadigm. This feature fundamentally
distinguishes our approach from anything before: parallelalgorithms serve not only as a source of
inspiration, but by well-established analytical means themost suitable candidate can be selected.
This we consider to be our main result. The paper concludes with some examples, illustrating how
to handle the paradigm.

2 Guiding Examples

We introduce the problematic of external-memory computation by comparing the execution time
of two trivial programs. We argue that the first models the access pattern of well-structured opera-
tions, and the second that of chaotic operations. Then we present a third approach, which models
the access pattern that arises when the strategy of this paper is applied.

2.1 Structured Versus Random Access

Consider the following, almost identical programs:

Program A;
var row: array [0 .. N � 1] of int ;
function rand: select random number fromf0; 1; : : : ; N � 1g;
( for i := 0 to N � 1 do

row[i] := rand ) .

Program B;
var row: array [0 .. N � 1] of int ;
function rand: select random number fromf0; 1; : : : ; N � 1g;
( for i := 0 to N � 1 do

row[rand] := i ) .

The only difference is that in Program A a random number is assigned to consecutive positions of
the array, while in Program B consecutive numbers are attributed to random positions of the array.

The computational effort of both programs is the same, but the memory is accessed differ-
ently. The precise timing of these programs depends on the computer under consideration and its
operating system. In order to provide some numbers, we implemented them in C on a SPARC10
workstation running under Solaris with a 32MB main memory (of which about 22MB are freely
available) and a 80MB swap space. The resulting time consumptions are given in Table 1. Pro-
gram C will be described in Section 2.2.

We see that the time consumptions for Program A and B increaselinearly untilN = 5 � 10

6.
In this range, the difference in their time consumptions is probably due to cache effects. We see
that it is more or less correct to neglect them: even though a number in cache can be accessed ten
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N T

A

=N T

B

=N T

C

=N

2 � 10

6 2.13 3.58 3.54
4 � 10

6 2.14 3.58 3.54
5 � 10

6 2.19 4.54 3.78
6 � 10

6 2.26 1071 3.86
8 � 10

6 2.30 3525 3.93
12 � 10

6 2.43 7314 4.07
16 � 10

6 2.40 12563 4.11

Table 1: The time consumptions for the programs A, B and C in microseconds, divided by the
number of entries of the arrayN .

times faster than a number not in cache, the effect on the performance of the whole program is
only about50%.

ForN > 5 � 10

6, the array does not fit into the main memory anymore (an integer is 4 bytes
long, and a few MB are used by the system). For Program A the time consumption increases
only 15% because of this.1 For Program B, however, in which the memory access is chaotic,
such that almost every step means a page fault, the time consumption explodes. The time again
becomes linear, but the number of operations performed per second is almost 4000 times smaller
than before! It comes down to less than 80 passes of the loop per second.

In the remainder of the text we use the following notation:

M = memory-size

N = problem-size

B = page-size

Here one should be consistent, and specify all numbers in terms of bytes or in terms of integers
(four bytes). We refer to bytes.

Program A models the access pattern of a well-written program operating on an array or a
matrix, for which we may assume that the elements of the list are handled in order. IfN > M ,
then the number of page faults is only

pf
A

= (N �M)=B

Program B models the access pattern of a program operating ona list or a graph. In this case, the
access pattern cannot be structured by the programmer, and will in general be chaotic. Thus, for
N > M , the expected number of page faults is given by

pf
B

= (N �M=B) � (1�M=N):

For largeN , the difference withpf
A

approximatesB. Thus, with typical page-sizes around8KB,
pf
B

may be several thousand times larger thanpf
A

. As for trivial programs, like Program A and B,
the time is determined by how fast the data can be loaded, which results in a similar factor between
the time consumptions.

1From another experiment, we know that computation and fetching missing pages overlap to a large extent. Thus,
from the results of Program A, one should not conclude that paging costs only0:27s per million integers. The actual
paging time is about2s per million integers, which amounts to2MB / s.
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2.2 Blocked Random Access

Program A and B are extreme cases. The following program has amixed structure:

Program C;
var row: array [1 .. N ] of int ;
function rand: select random number fromf0; 1; : : : ; m� 1g;
( for i := 0 to N=m� 1 do

for j := 1 to m do
row[i �m+ rand] := j ) .

Again the accessed row position is chosen randomly, but in this case at any time only from a block
of sizem. In our implementation we chosem = 10

6.
The time consumptions for various values ofN are given in Table 1. ForN < M , we see that

Program C has approximately the same time consumption as Program B. This is not surprising:
as in Program B, cache-faults are very common in Program C.2 On the other hand, forN > M ,
Program B behaves dramatically differently from Program C:just as Program A, it slows down
only by 15%. This is not surprising either: as long asm < M , the number of page faults in
Program C is approximately the same as in Program A. Namely, if this condition holds, then all
pages that are relevant to a block of sizem are loaded into the memory once, then accessed for a
while, and finally replaced.

3 PRAM Algorithms?

In Section 4, we present a paradigm which allows us to performexternal-memory algorithms with
essentially the memory-access pattern of Program C. This reduces the time consumption from that
of Program B to that of Program C. The paradigm is based on the observation that under certain
conditions simulating parallel algorithms leads to good external-memory algorithms.

Already Chiang et al. [4] proposed simulating parallel algorithms for external-memory com-
putation. They suggested simulating PRAM algorithms. In such a sequential simulation, the data
have to be paged-in for every communication step. With some examples we illustrate that this may
be problematic, and does not easily lead to good external-memory algorithms.

Example 1 Consider multiplying twon�n matrices in parallel. The standard PRAM algorithm,
see for example [7], usesn3= logn PUs and solves the problem inO(log n) time. Simulating this
sequentially would requireO(n3= logn) memory, which is excessive (considering thatn is very
large).

Taking some more care, we could simulate a PRAM algorithm with P = 3 � n

2

=M PUs.
Assuming thatP � n, an obvious PRAM algorithm would be to let every PU multiplyn=P =

M=(3 �n) rows ofA with all bundles ofn=P columns ofB. The choice ofP is inspired by the fact
that now all data of a PU, plus the computed results, just fit into the main memory. Simulating this
requires that all elements ofB are paged-inP = �(n

2

=M) times.
Alternatively, we could multiply all

p

M=3 �

p

M=3 submatrices ofA andB, and add the
results together. This algorithm needs to page all data intothe main memory onlyO(n=

p

M)

times, which is the square root of the above.

2Indeed, if we setm = 10,000, then the time per million items drops to2:58, which comes close to the result
for Program A. However, in the light of the much more important effect of paging, we will not try to optimize cache
behavior as well.
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In this extremely simple case the choice of the right algorithm is clear, but only indirectly: knowing
the optimal external-memory algorithm, we see that this is indeed also a good PRAM algorithm.

In Example 1, the choice of the best external-memory algorithm is not obvious, but at least it
goes back on an optimal strategy for multiplying matrices onPRAMs (by recursive two-division).
The situation may be even worse. Our following example showsthat in some cases the best
external-memory algorithm is not (a modification of) an optimal PRAM algorithm with a reduced
number of PUs.

Example 2 Consider sortingN numbers. Suppose thatM < N � M

3=2

=2 (the example can
be generalized for largerN ). A good sorting strategy would be to apply column-sort [10]or a
variant thereof. This requires that all data are paged-in only a constant number of times. As a
PRAM algorithm, column-sort is not very interesting: it does not lead to aO(logN) algorithm.

A comparably good external-memory algorithm is to sort all subsets of sizeM , and then to
apply anN=M -way merge. As a PRAM algorithm this does not make sense, thisis a typical
sequential approach.

A much better PRAM algorithm is based on repeated two-way merging. On a PRAM, two best
algorithm has workO(N � logN), and timeO(logN) [6]. As an external-memory algorithm, it
requires that all data are paged in at leastO((log(N=M)) times.

In general, for deriving external-memory algorithms, one must bring along a considerable
understanding of the problem, to choose the best of several possible PRAM algorithms, and some-
times even look elsewhere. This is far from a mechanical process. PRAM algorithms might serve
as a source of inspiration, but only in a very loose sense. Thefundamental problem is that algo-
rithms that are indistinguishable as PRAM algorithms, fromthe point of view of their complexity,
may perform very differently when simulated sequentially.The principal cause is that in PRAM
algorithms communication is free, and thus PRAM algorithmsmay comprise a large number of
communication steps. In other words, the model has been oversimplified, missing certain essential
characteristics.

4 Paradigm

4.1 BSP-Like Algorithms

We are motivated by the good performance of Program C. Each ofthe operations on a chunk of
sizem can be viewed as the operations of a PU on its internal memory.In our case, we perceive
Program C as the simulation of a virtual parallel machine withP = N=m PUs. Of course, so far
these PUs operate in isolation, but the communication in a parallel machine can be modeled by
writing ‘messages’ into aP � P matrix. Our paradigm is a formalization of these observations:

Paradigm 1 Divide the memory space intoP blocks of suitable size. Then develop a BSP-like
algorithm for a virtual machine withP processors and execute it sequentially.

More concretely, for a problemP of sizeN > M , we suggest performing the following steps:

1. Setm = M=3.

2. Suitably divide the memory space of sizeN into P = dN=me blocksB
0

; : : : ; B

P�1

, of
sizem at most.

3. Design aBSP-like algorithmfor P , for a virtual machine withP PUs.

4. Execute the BSP-like algorithm on the sequential computer.
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We still have to specify Step 3 and Step 4:

Definition 1 A BSP-like algorithm is an algorithm that proceeds in discrete supersteps, and sat-
isfies the following conditions:

� In Supersteps, s � 1, PU
i

, 0 � i < P , operates only on the data in the blockB
i

and on
the messages Mes(j; i; s), 0 � j � P � 1.

� In Supersteps, s � 1, PU
i

, 0 � i < P , generates messages Mes(i; j; s+ 1) to be ‘sent’ to
PU

j

, 0 � j � P � 1. The size of Mes(i; j; s+ 1) is at mostm=P .

� The initial messages, Mes(i; j; 1), 0 � i; j < P are void.

Lemma 1 If a BSP-like algorithm is executed on a parallel computer, then no PU ever has to
store more thanM data at the same time.

Proof: In any Supersteps, PU
i

must store at most the data in blockB
i

, plus the data in the
messagesMes(j; i; s)andMes(i; j; s+1),0 � j < P . In all, these are at mostm+2�P �(m=P ) =

3 �m = M data.

Lemma 1 implies that BSP-like algorithms are indeed suitable for execution on a sequential com-
puter with a main-memory of size at leastM :

Program SEQUENTIAL EXECUTION

for s � 1 do
for 0 � i < P do

Page-inB
i

andMes(j; i; s), 0 � j < P .
Perform the operations ofPU

i

in Supersteps.
Page-outB

i

andMes(i; j; s+ 1), 0 � j < P .

In the last step, fors � 2, Mes(i; j; s+ 1) may overwriteMes(i; j; s� 1) to save storage. This
gives

Lemma 2 A BSP-like algorithm can be executed on a sequential computer with main-memory
sizeM and storage capacity3 �N , with3 �M=B paging operations per superstep.

If one is willing to program at the level of the operating system, then such explicit context switches
as occur inSEQUENTIAL EXECUTION might be performed several times faster than just leaving
the paging to the standard pager.

4.2 Relation to BSP-Algorithms

An external-memory algorithm that works in accordance withthe paradigm is called BSP-like,
because, with a suitable definition of the parameters, it is adirect simulation of a parallel BSP
algorithm. As we already implicitly assumed:In our cost estimates, we only consider paging-in
operations.

Corresponding to the parameters(p; g; l), we have(P;G; L):

P = d3 �N=Me;

G =

#finternal operations per secondg
#fwords that can be paged-in per secondg

;

L = M �G=3:
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Notice thatG is nota big number: it takes many steps to page-in a whole page of sizeB, but a page
contains many words as well. For the computer plus hard-discon our desk,G ' 2�10

6

=4�10

5

= 5.
The definition ofG is completely general, and does not presuppose that there isonly one hard-disc.

With these definitions, the correspondence with the BSP model is almost perfect. LetW
s

be
the total number of operations performed during Supersteps, and let

H

s

=

X

0�i;j<P

SizefMes(j; i; s)g;

then we can express the cost of a superstep as concisely as in (1):

Theorem 1 The number of time stepsTsuperstep, to perform Supersteps, is given by

Tsuperstep(Ws

; H

s

) = W

s

+H

s

�G+ P �L:

Proof: Paging-in all data takes
P

i

(B

i

+

P

j

SizefMes(j; i; s)g) � G = P �M=3 � G + H

s

� G.
Carrying out the operations themselves takesW

s

steps.

Let S be the number of performed supersteps. Then we get the following expression for the
total number of time stepsText, for solving the problem:

Text(P;G; L) =

S

X

s=1

(W

s

+H

s

�G+ P � L): (2)

The first term is due to computation, the last two to ‘communication’. Considerations that apply
to the BSP model can be repeated here. It also leads to our maintheorem, which shows that the
choice of the parameters is correct:

Theorem 2 Consider an external-memory problem of sizeN , with parameters(P;G; L). Sup-
pose that for parameters(p; g; l) = (P;G; L) there is a BSP algorithm in which no PU ever stores
more thanN=p data, running inTpar(p; g; l) time steps. LetText(N;M) be the number of time
steps required for the corresponding BSP-like algorithm. Then,

Text(N;M) � p � Tpar(p; g; l):

Proof: Let S be the number of performed supersteps, then we know from (1),that

Tpar(p; g; l) =

S

X

s=1

(w

s

+ h

s

� g + l):

Herew
s

is the maximal work any PU has to perform in Supersteps, and likewise ish
s

the max-
imum number of packets any PU has to send or receive at the end of Supersteps. Thus, for the
corresponding BSP-like algorithm,W

s

� p � w

s

andH
s

� p � h

s

. Combining these facts with (2)
completes the proof.
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4.3 Quality Measure

From the theory of BSP algorithms, we also adopt the following quality measure:

Definition 2 An external-memory algorithm isx-optimal if the total number of time steps required
for its executionTextsatisfiesText� x �Tseq. HereTseqgives the minimum number of steps for solv-
ing the problem on a sequential computer with an infinite memory. It is said to be asymptotically
x-optimal, ifText� (x+ o(1)) � Tseq. Here the hidden limit is to be taken forM !1.

Note thatTseq corresponds to the work that an algorithm has to do. In earlier papers [1, 4],
the number of paging operations was considered as a unique quality measure for external-memory
algorithms. In many cases this may be adequate, but generally, this is only half the story. There are
external-memory problems, for which asymptotical one-optimality is achievable. Not considering
the work of such an algorithm would amount to not consideringits very essence.

Example 3 Multiplication of two n � n matrices is a problem for which asymptotical one-
optimality can be achieved (if we forget about the sub-cubicalgorithms). As we have seen in
Example 1, this problem can be solved such that each number ispaged-in onlyO(n=

p

M) times.
Thus, the total paging takesO(n3=

p

M �G) time steps. It can be easily checked, that the number
of computation steps equals that of the trivial row-times-column algorithm, which requires
(n3)
steps. Thus, the algorithm is1 +O(G=

p

M) optimal. AsG is a constant, this converges to 1 for
M going to infinity.

All this was known, but we had not seen before that the importance of also considering the
work of an external-memory algorithm was so clearly exposed. One of the strong points of our
BSP-like paradigm is thatbothimportant cost factors are ‘automatically’ taken into account. This
gives more useful predictions of the performance.

In fact, we believe that the BSP-like paradigm is even more suited for the design and analysis
of external-memory algorithms than the BSP model itself forparallel algorithms. We explain why.
The BSP model is limited in three essential ways:

� The BSP model does not take the possibility of exploiting locality into account. On the
communication time on a parallel computer, locality issuesmay be decisive. An attempt to
cope with this limitation is made in [8].

� Start-up time, which makes sending small packets relatively expensive, is only very partially
represented in the BSP model. An extension of the model taking such effects into account
is given in [2].

� The computation is assumed to proceed in rounds.

For BSP-like algorithms running on a sequential computer, the first two points do not carry over.
The hard-disc behaves like a completely connected network:the cost of a communication pattern
is solely determined by the amount of data to be transferred plus the costs of a barrier synchro-
nization. The third point remains. It is fundamental to any approach that calls itself BSP-like,
and though this is certainly a limitation, we believe that operating in rounds is very natural, and
essential for obtaining correct algorithms.
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4.4 Typical Parameter Values

Values ofM , N . PresentlyM ' 10

7, andN � 10

12.

Values ofP , G, L. From the estimates forM andN , it follows thatP � 1000. For a very fast
computer, with a very slow hard-disc we may getG = 100, but mostly we will getG < 10. If there
are several hard-discs, thenGmay even be around 1.L has a rather extreme value:L 'M , which
is far larger than the value ofl in most parallel computers. Thus, our system can be comparedto a
parallel system that communicates through powerful dial-up links.

Value ofW
s

=H

s

. For hard problems with little ‘locality’,W
s

=H

s

is a constant: after a constant
number of internal operations a new argument is necessary. This situation occurs for problems
like list ranking.

In other problems, e.g., those that have good mesh algorithms, there is much less need for
communication. More formally, algorithms ford-dimensional meshes,d � 1, a constant, can be
simulated withW

s

=H

s

= �(M

1=d

). This implies that anx-work-optimal algorithm for a finite
dimensional mesh leads to an asymptoticallyx optimal external-memory algorithm. In another
guise, this idea has already been exploited in [16].

5 Designing BSP-Like Algorithms

One can try to design BSP-like algorithms from scratch. Obviously, minimization of the number
of supersteps must be one of the principal goals, considering thatL is much larger thanG. Given
this, the BSP-like paradigm provides a framework which allows for exact cost prediction. This is
valuable in its own right, but in addition, we provide in thissection an ‘algorithms machine’ for
generating algorithms that work according to the paradigm.Only the latter gives our paradigm its
full right of existence.

5.1 Inheritance of Quality

We restate the goal of external-memory computation to conform with our BSP-like framework:

Goal 1 For a given problem of sizeN that must be solved on a computer with memory sizeM ,
the goal is to develop an algorithm that isx-optimal for the minimumx.

Theorem 3 Consider an external-memory problem of sizeN , with parameters(P;G; L). Sup-
pose, that for parameters(p; g; l) = (P;G; L) there is anx-optimal BSP-algorithm for solving
this problem on a parallel computer. If no PU ever stores morethanN=p data, then the corre-
sponding BSP-like algorithm is alsox-optimal.

Proof: Let Tpar(p; g; l) be the time for a BSP algorithm, running on a parallel computer with
parameters(p; g; l). For BSP algorithms,x-optimality is defined by

Tpar(p; g; l)� x � Tseq=p:

Multiplying the left and right sides withp, the theorem follows by combining with Theorem 2 and
the definition ofx-optimality for BSP-like algorithms.

At this point we could conclude by supplying some more references to work on BSP algo-
rithms: for many important problems extensive research hasbeen performed on algorithms that
give good, sometimes optimal, performance for large rangesof the parameters(p; g; l). All these
results carry over immediately!
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5.2 Limitations

Algorithms that Copy Data. In Theorem 2 and 3, we explicitly assume that in the BSP algorithm
the PUs never store more thanN=p data. This condition is necessary:

Example 4 Consider computingA�B, whereA andB aren�nmatrices. Initially each PU holds
n

2

=p entries ofA andB. Now PU
i

, 0 � i < p, copies its entries ofA to the PUs with indices
(i+k�

p

p) mod p, for all 0 � k <

p

p; and all itsB entries to the PUs with indices(i+k) mod p,
0 � k <

p

p. Hereafter, all products can be computed without further communication. In order to
compute the sums, one more round of communication is enough.The work in each PU is optimal,
each PU exchanges at mostO(n2=

p

p) data, and the number of routing rounds is two.

If there is enough storage capacity in each PU, ifl is very large, and ifg is moderate, then the
algorithm of the example may be competitive. However, the corresponding BSP-like algorithm
does not make sense as an external-memory algorithm.

Geometrically Decreasing Problem Sizes. Theorem 3 holds generally, but there are good
external-memory algorithms that are not found by looking for the best BSP algorithm with pa-
rameters(P;G; L). In this sense our approach shares the weaknesses of the PRAMapproach (see
Example 2). This is not due to the BSP-like paradigm itself, but rather to our definition ofL.

The illustrated problem arises for algorithms with geometrically decreasing problem sizes.
Generally, if during the algorithm the relevant set of data varies in size, then the number of
‘PUs’ can be varied accordingly. This is perfectly consistent with our BSP-like paradigm, and
in (2), one only has to replaceP by P

s

, the number of PUs in Superstep. Such an algorithm can
even be viewed as the sequential simulation of a BSP algorithm: it is easy to modifySEQUEN-
TIAL EXECUTION such that, if in a BSP algorithm the problem size in Supersteps isN

s

, that the
number of simulated PUs then equalsP

s

= d3 �N

s

=Me.
The problem is best explained by an example:

Example 5 Consider ranking a list of lengthN > M . Because in all algorithms, the work of a
PU is only a small factor larger than the total amount it has toroute, therouting volume, we may
concentrate on the number of supersteps and the routing volume. What is the best BSP algorithm
for (p; g; l) = (P;G; L)?

We compare the two standard algorithms: pointer jumping andindependent-set removal (bet-
ter algorithms and details are provided in [15]). Pointer jumping can be performed inlogN
supersteps, with a volume of2 � logN � M . Independent-set removal requires approximately
12 � log(N=M) supersteps, and routing volume12 �M . So, the costs of these algorithms,Tpar, poj

andTpar, isr, respectively, are given by

Tpar, poj ' 2 � logN � (M=3) � g + logN � l;

Tpar, isr ' 12 � (M=3) � g + 12 � log(N=M) � l:

Which algorithm is better depends onN andM , but especially onl=g. In our case,l = (M=3) �g.
For this l, pointer jumping is better iff

3 � logN < 12 + 12 � log(N=M):

For N = 10

9 andM = 10

6, this is the case. As a BSP algorithm, for these(p; g; l), pointer jump-
ing will indeed be better than independent-set removal. However, the costs of the corresponding
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BSP-like algorithms (neglecting the work) are given by

Text, poj ' 3 � logN �N �G ' 90 �N �G;

Text, isr '

X

s

(3 � (0:75

s

�N) �G+ 6 � (0:75

s

� P ) �L) � 36 �N �G:

Thus, as an external-memory algorithm, independent-set-removal is clearly faster.

The problem is that Theorem 3 is not tight; it gives only a one-sided guarantee. The reason
is that in a BSP algorithm there is real a difference between reducing the load in the PUs and
reducing the number of PUs. In a BSP-like algorithm, ifL is adapted, then this is more or less
the same. For this fundamental reason we do not think that(P;G; L) can be defined such that
Theorem 3 becomes tight: the correspondence between the problems isnotone-to-one.

6 The Paradigm at Work

In the remainder of this paper we show how the BSP-like paradigm works for some basic problems.
This is very small selection, but it demonstrates its potential.

Matrix Multiplication. We consider the multiplication of twon � n matrices on a sequential
computer withn < M < n

2. In Example 3, we saw that the third algorithm from Example 1
is asymptotically one-optimal. Here we show that it is distinguished from the second algorithm
in Example 1, by looking for the best BSP matrix-multiplication algorithm for the instance with
(p; g; l) = (3 � n

2

=M;G;M �G=3).
For the work in the BSP algorithm, we only consider multiplications. Denote the time for

the algorithms in Example 1 byTpar, stripeandTpar, square, respectively. ThenTpar, squareis clearly
smaller:

Tpar, stripe =

n

2

�3=M

X

s=1

(M

2

=(9 � n) +M=3 � g + l)

= n �M=3 + n

2

� g + n

2

� 3=M � l;

Tpar, square =

n�

p

3=M

X

s=1

((M=3)

3=2

+M=3 � g + l)

= n �M=3 + n �

p

M=3 � g + n �

p

3=M � l:

Sorting. Next, we consider sortingN numbers. What is the best BSP algorithm for(p; g; l) =

(3 � N=M;G;M � G=3)? We compare only the first and the last algorithm from Example2:
column-sort [10] and merge sort [6].

The time consumptions of these algorithms are denotedTpar, columnandTpar, merge, respectively.
Tseq, sort(N) is the time for sortingN numbers with the best sequential sorting algorithm. For
Tpar, mergewe give only a lower estimate. A modification of an algorithm in [14] gives a good BSP
algorithm for column-sort consumption:

Tpar, column = (1 + o(1)) � Tseq, sort(M=3) +M � g + 3 � l = (1 + o(1)) � Tseq(M=3);

Tpar, merge � Tseq, sort(M=3) + 
(M � g) + 
(log(M=N) � l):

Tpar, mergeis larger. Thus, again, the better external-memory algorithm can be found by just
analyzing BSP performances.
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Transitive Closure. Now we turn to problems for which so far we did not know an external-
memory algorithm. The first problem is that of computing transitive closure of a general graph,
and the related problems (LU decomposition, all pairs shortest paths, etc.), which sequentially are
solved inO(n3) time for a graph withn nodes.

For this problem, there is a BSP algorithm with the followingrunning time [11]:

Tpar, closure= n

3

=p+ n

2

=

p

p � g +

p

p � l: (3)

This requires onlyO(n2=p) memory per PU, so the condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied:

Theorem 4 WithN = n

2, there is an external-memory transitive closure algorithmrunning in

Text, closure(N;M;G) = O(N

3=2

+N

3=2

�G=M

1=2

):

Proof: Multiply (3) by p, and substituten =

p

N , P = d3 �N=Me, g = G andL = M � G=3.
The second and third term both contribute a termO(N3=2

�G=M

1=2

).

Fast Fourier Transform. We consider the fast Fourier transform, FFT, for a vector of lengthN .
The sequential complexity of this problem isO(N � logN).

On a parallel computer withp �
p

N , there is a well-known BSP algorithm (a recent descrip-
tion is given in [17]):

Tpar, FFT= O(N � logN=p+N=p � g + l):

Similarly to Theorem 4, this implies

Theorem 5 If M2

� N , then there is an external-memory algorithm for the FFT problem with
running timeText, FFT as follows:

Text, FFT(N;M;G) = O(N � logN +N �G):

The results of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 imply that for transitive closure and for FFT, the time
for paging data is asymptotically negligible. In other words, both algorithms are asymptotically
O(1)-optimal.

7 Conclusion

We proposed the use of BSP-like algorithms as a general approach in the design and analysis of
external-memory algorithms. With our paradigm, the work ofan algorithm can be modeled in an
integrated way. Earlier approaches mostly neglected the work, which is not correct in general.
The quality of a BSP-like algorithm is expressed by itsx-optimality. We provided a kind of
machine for generating good external-memory algorithms, by proving an intimate link between
BSP algorithms for parallel computers, and BSP-like algorithms:x-optimal BSP algorithms give
rise tox-optimal BSP-like algorithms. In many, but not all, cases the optimal external-memory
algorithm can be identified by searching for the optimal BSP algorithm. We demonstrated this
for matrix-multiplication and sorting where the external-memory algorithms were already known.
Furthermore we applied our paradigm to the known BSP algorithms for transitive closure and FFT
and got (at least for us) new optimal external-memory algorithms back. Given the fact that there
is far more research activity in the field of BSP algorithms (see [12] for references), it is to be
expected that there are many more external-memory algorithms to be discovered in this way.
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